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The choice of a lifetime... One young lady following her passion for music. Two strong men locked in a bitter rivalry for her heart. A
journey of self-discover, and a trap of her own making. Georgiana Darcy is going to have to carve out her own destiny, however illequipped she may feel... Praise for In the Arms of Mr. Darcy: "Engaging, fast-paced, and searingly romantic." — Austenprose
"Eloquent . . . Lathan continues to bring the Regency period to life . . . I was swept up by the romance." — Rundpinne "Ms. Lathan's
writing is lyrical and perfect for this genre ... Jane Austen would be proud." — The Good, the Bad and the Unread "One of the best
[Austen sequels] yet written. . .we get an in-depth look into the deep and everlasting love Darcy and Elizabeth share." — Everything
Victorian and More Bestselling author Sharon Lathan has created a world of sensual Jane Austen continuations, including Mr. and
Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy: Two Shall Become One and Loving Mr. Darcy Journeys Beyond Pemberley. Her work is widely praised for
bringing the Regency period to life and for the depth of her stories of true love.
Introducing Book Candy Classics. They're fun They're gorgeous They're new! Sink your teeth into your favorite story and discover
new ones to swoon over! "You must allow me to tell you how ardently I admire and love you." This is the beginning of one of the
most famous literary proposals of all time and the first in this anthology of the most romantic, poignant and colorful love
declarations found in classic and modern literature. From spurned lovers to love letters pleading for a long-forgotten romance, this
lovely book will remind you of your favorite literary couples and introduce you to new ones. Sometimes a heroic action is in itself a
love declaration, or the story ends with the realization that love was there all along -these excerpts from masterpieces of classic
and modern literature are as diverse as they are entertaining. Easily read, they will make you laugh, cry and fall in love all over
again. All the passionate love scenes we have adored and reread until the pages of our books curled with time are now collected
in this beautiful volume to be perused over and over again. Whether you've fallen in love with Mr. Darcy, Heathcliff, Captain
Wentworth, Theodore Lawrence, Gilbert Blythe or Newland Archer, this book is for you.
Acclaimed by Jane Austen fans around the world, Linda Berdoll, Amanda Grange, and Sharon Lathan have spun rousing tales of
Darcy and Elizabeth to collectively more than half a million raving fans. Now dive into the world of Jane Austen continuations and
sequels with these three reader favorites, one each from three of the world's most renowned authors in the genre. This bundle
includes three full novels: Mr. Darcy Takes a Wife, by Linda Berdoll; Mr. Darcy's Diary, by Amanda Grange; and Mr. & Mrs.
Fitzwilliam Darcy: Two Shall Become One, by Sharon Lathan. Fun, funny, and true to the voice and spirit of Jane herself, these
three books will bring you to Pemberley and take you places you never expected! About the Books in This Bundle: Mr. Darcy
Takes a Wife, by Linda Berdoll Hold on to your bonnets! This sexy, epic, hilarious, poignant and romantic sequel to Pride and
Prejudice goes far beyond Jane Austen. Linda Berdoll, author of Darcy & Elizabeth: Nights and Days at Pemberley, delivers a fun,
steamy story that's been embraced by hundreds of thousands of fans. Every woman wants to be Elizabeth Bennet Darcy-beautiful,
gracious, universally admired, strong, daring and outspoken-a thoroughly modern woman in crinolines. And every woman will fall
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madly in love with Mr. Darcy-tall, dark and handsome, a nobleman and a heartthrob whose virility is matched only by his utter
devotion to his wife. Their passion is consuming and idyllic-essentially, they can't keep their hands off each other-through a
sweeping tale of adventure and misadventure, human folly and numerous mysteries of parentage. Mr. Darcy's Diary, by Amanda
Grange Monday 9th September "I left London today and met Bingley at Netherfield Park. I had forgotten what good company he is;
always ready to be pleased and always cheerful. After my difficult summer, it is good to be with him again. ..." The only place
Darcy could share his innermost feelings was in the private pages of his diary. Torn between his sense of duty to his family name
and his growing passion for Elizabeth Bennet, all he can do is struggle not to fall in love. Mr. Darcy's Diary presents the story of the
unlikely courtship of Elizabeth Bennet and Fitzwilliam Darcy from Darcy's point of view. This graceful imagining and sequel to Pride
and Prejudice explains Darcy's moodiness and the difficulties of his reluctant relationship as he struggles to avoid falling in love
with Miss Bennet. Though seemingly stiff and stubborn at times, Darcy's words prove him also to be quite devoted and endearing- qualities that eventually win over Miss Bennet's heart. This continuation by Amanda Grange, bestselling author of Mr. Darcy,
Vampyre, is charming and elegant, much like Darcy himself. "Absolutely fascinating. Amanda Grange seems to have really got
under Darcy's skin and retells the story, in diary form, with great feeling and sensitivity." - Historical Novel Society Mr. & Mrs.
Fitzwilliam Darcy: Two Shall Become One, by Sharon Lathan Sharon Lathan, author of In the Arms of Mr. Darcy, presents Mr. &
Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy, a fascinating portrait of a timeless, consuming love -- and the sweetest, most romantic Jane Austen sequel.
It's Darcy and Elizabeth's wedding day, and the journey is just beginning as Jane Austen's beloved Pride and Prejudice characters
embark on the greatest adventure of all: marriage and a life together filled with surprising passion, tender self-discovery, and the
simple joys of every day. As their love story unfolds in this most romantic of Jane Austen sequels, Darcy and Elizabeth reveal to
each other how their relationship blossomed. From misunderstanding to perfect understanding and harmony, theirs is a marriage
filled with romance, sensuality, and the beauty of a deep, abiding love.
One dark secret can completely ruin a bright future... After capturing the heart of the most eligible bachelor in England, Elizabeth
Bennet believes her happiness is complete-until the day she unearths a stash of anonymous, passionate love letters that may be
Darcy's, and she realizes just how little she knows about the guarded, mysterious man she married... Praise for Jane Odiwe:
"Odiwe's elegantly stylish writing is seasoned with just the right dash of tart humor." -Booklist "Jane Odiwe writes with such
eloquence and style that you can't be helped for thinking that you are reading Jane Austen!" -A Bibliophile's Bookshelf "Odiwe's
research and passion for the Regency era shine." -Austenprose
The villianous George Wickham, determined to start trouble, returns to Hertfordshire and places the lives of Elizabeth and her
newborn son in danger, forcing Darcy to rush to the rescue.
Every woman wants to be Elizabeth Bennet Darcy—beautiful, gracious, universally admired, strong, daring and outspoken—a
thoroughly modern woman in crinolines. And every woman will fall madly in love with Mr. Darcy—tall, dark and handsome, a
nobleman and a heartthrob whose virility is matched only by his utter devotion to his wife. Their passion is consuming and
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idyllic—essentially, they can't keep their hands off each other—through a sweeping tale of adventure and misadventure, human folly
and numerous mysteries of parentage. Hold on to your bonnets! This sexy, epic, hilarious, poignant and romantic sequel to Pride
and Prejudice goes far beyond Jane Austen.
If only everyone could be as happy as they are... Darcy and Elizabeth are as much in love as ever—even more so as their
relationship matures. Their passion inspires everyone around them, and as winter turns to spring, romance blossoms around
them. Confirmed bachelor Richard Fitzwilliam sets his sights on a seemingly unattainable, beautiful widow; Georgiana Darcy
learns to flirt outrageously; the very flighty Kitty Bennet develops her first crush, and Caroline Bingley meets her match. But the
path of true love never does run smooth, and Elizabeth and Darcy are kept busy navigating their friends and loved ones through
the inevitable separations, misunderstandings, misgivings, and lovers' quarrels to reach their own happily ever afters... Praise for
Sharon Lathan: "The everlasting love between Darcy and Lizzy will leave more than one reader swooning." —A Bibliophile's
Bookshelf "If you love Pride and Prejudice sequels then this series should be on the top of your list!" —Royal Reviews "Sharon
really knows how to make Regency come alive." —Love Romance Passion "The way Ms. Lathan allows the relationship between
Darcy and Elizabeth to evolve is wonderful and will surely induce a contented sigh from all romantics." —Once Upon a Romance "A
heartfelt enjoyable story filled with passion and warmth. Beautifully written." —Anna's Book Blog "Jane Austen fan or not—you're
going to love this author's interpretation of life after the wedding as Darcy and Lizzy begin a honeymoon that looks to last forever.
Very highly recommended reading." —CK2's Kwips & Kritiques
Mr. Darcy's younger sister searches for her own happily-ever-after... The year is 1814, and it is springtime at Pemberley. Elizabeth
and Mr. Darcy have married. But now a new romance is in the air, along with high fashion, elegant manners, scandal, deception,
and the wonderful hope of a true and lasting love. Shy Georgiana Darcy has been content to remain unmarried, living with her
brother and his new bride. But Elizabeth and Darcy's fairy-tale love reminds Georgiana daily that she has found no true love of her
own. And perhaps never will, for she is convinced the one man she secretly cares for will never love her in return. Georgiana's
domineering aunt, Lady Catherine de Bourgh, has determined that Georgiana shall marry, and has a list of eligible bachelors in
mind. But which of the suitors are sincere, and which are merely interested in Georgiana's fortune? Georgiana must learn to trust
her heart--and rely on her courage--for she also faces the return of the man who could ruin her reputation and spoil a happy
ending, just when it finally lies within her grasp. Georgiana Darcy's Diary is Book 1 of the Pride and Prejudice Chronicles and is
appropriate for all ages. The Pride and Prejudice Chronicles: Georgiana Darcy's Diary Pemberley to Waterloo Kitty Bennet's Diary
keywords: free, freebie, clean historical romance, clean Regency romance, England, Jane Austen sequel, Pride and Prejudice
sequel, Mr. Darcy, Elizabeth Bennet, Lizzie Bennet, Pemberley, British, cozy

George Darcy, a renowned young physician, returns to Pemberley after traveling the world in search of meaning and
purpose with the British East India Company.
The tale of matrimonial happily-ever-after began in Two Shall Become One ~ Mr. and Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy and
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continued in Journeys Beyond Pemberley and now recommences in The Darcys at Year's End.
What if… The last man in the world she could be prevailed upon to marry…is her husband? In Jane Austen's Pride and
Prejudice, Elizabeth Bennet tells the proud Mr. Fitzwilliam Darcy that she wouldn't marry him if he were the last man in
the world. But what if she never said the words? What if circumstances conspired to make her accept Darcy the first time
he proposes? In this installment of Abigail Reynolds's acclaimed Pride and Prejudice Variations, Elizabeth agrees to
marry Darcy against her better judgment, setting off a chain of events that nearly brings disaster to them both… What
readers are saying "A highly original story, immensely satisfying." "Anyone who loves the story of Darcy and Elizabeth
will love this variation." "I was hooked from page one." "A refreshing new look at what might have happened if…" "Another
good book to curl up with… I never wanted to put it down."
Mr. and Mrs. Darcy Wish You a Very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! Share in the magic of the season in these
three warm and wonderful holiday novellas from bestselling authors. Christmas Present by Amanda Grange A Darcy
Christmas by Sharon Lathan Mr. Darcy's Christmas Carol by Carolyn Eberhart Celebrate the 80th birthday of Regency
Romance with great books from Sourcebooks Casablanca! Praise for Amanda Grange: "Amanda Grange is a writer who
tells an engaging, thoroughly enjoyable story!"-Romance Reader at Heart "Amanda Grange seems to have really got
under Darcy's skin and retells the story with great feeling and sensitivity."-Romance Reader at Heart Praise for Sharon
Lathan: "I defy anyone not to fall further in love with Darcy after reading this book."-Once Upon a Romance "The
everlasting love between Darcy and Lizzy will leave more than one reader swooning."-A Bibliophile's Bookshelf
Darcy is more deeply in love with his wife than ever As the golden summer draws to a close and the Darcys look ahead
to the end of their first year of marriage, Mr. Darcy could never have imagined his love could grow even deeper with the
passage of time... Lizzy is full of surprises... Elizabeth is unpredictable and lively, pulling Darcy out of his stern and
serious demeanor with her teasing and temptation. Looking ahead and planning for celebrations and life events large and
small, Lizzy can still catch Darcy unawares when he least expects it... But surprising events force the Darcys to weather
absence and illness, and to discover whether they can find a way to build a bond of everlasting love and desire...
Georgiana Darcy watches daily as her brother and his wife fall more deeply in love and dreams of similar love and a
home of her own. However, after the disaster years ago with Wickham, she does not believe that any man will have her;
thus, the idea of a Season in London holds no appeal for her. Richard Fitzwilliam was tasked with watching over
Georgiana and seeing her married to a deserving gentleman. The problem is finding a gentleman he approves of; not
even his closest friends are deemed worthy of her hand. When scandal breaks and all Georgiana's worst fears seem to
come true, will Richard realize in time how deep his affections run, or will they lose their chance at happiness?
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What was Mr. Darcy's life like before he met Elizabeth Bennet? - before he stepped onto the Pride and Prejudice stage at
the Meryton assembly? More importantly, where is he and what is he doing all the time he's absent from the page
thereafter? And what is his relationship to a woman named Amelia?With "Fitzwilliam Darcy, in His Own Words," the
iconic literary hero finally tells his own story, from the traumas of his early life to the consummation of his love for
Elizabeth and everything in between.This is not a variation but a supplement to the original story, chronicled in Darcy's
point of view - a behind-the-scenes look at the things Jane Austen didn't tell us. As it happens, Darcy's journey was more
tortuous than she let on, his happy ending with Elizabeth in jeopardy at every turn in his struggle between duty and his
heart's desire, between the suitable lady he has promised to marry and the woman he can't stop thinking about.
A sequel faithful to Jane Austen's beloved masterpiece, Pride and Prejudice. Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy have been married
for almost a year, and their heated arguments are a thing of the past. All that passion is now directed into more satisfying
pursuits. But how long can the honeymoon last? The couple's idyllic life together at Pemberley is jeopardized by the
secrets they begin keeping from each other, the troubles of their closest friends, and the threat of a villain in their midst.
Layers of seemingly innocent deception are building between Darcy and Elizabeth, threatening their relationship. He is
conducting some covert business dealings that he's unwilling to share with his wife, and she likewise begins keeping
things from him against her own better judgment. The couple also becomes embroiled in the tribulations of Mr. Darcy's
younger sister, Georgiana, and his friend and cousin, Colonel Fitzwilliam. Fitzwilliam falls victim to their aunt, Lady
Catherine de Bourgh, as the object of her latest scheme to make a noble match for her daughter. The arrangement
satisfies the ambitions of the couple's parents, but appears to hold little prospect of happiness for Anne and Fitzwilliam,
who each harbor other romantic interests. During this same period, Georgiana runs the gamut of emotions as she comes
of age. Her elation at her birthday ball soon crumbles when she learns the man she secretly admires is engaged to
another. The excitement of a London season and the attention of two other eligible suitors cannot make her forget her
disappointment over her lost first love. As the story progresses, the menacing shadow of Mr. Darcy's life-long nemesis
looms ever-larger. By carelessness and design, Mr. Wickham and Lydia painfully intrude into the lives of the Darcys and
the Bingleys, with disastrous results. The Darcys of Pemberley is the tale of two romances: the continuation of Darcy and
Elizabeth's story, and the courtship of Miss Georgiana. For those of us who didn't want Pride and Prejudice to end, this
charming novel gives the opportunity to learn what happens after the wedding, to revisit all our old friends and foes, and
to share the next chapter of their lives. Ms. Winslow carries on the saga much as Jane Austen herself might have - true
to her style, her sensibilities, and the delightful characters she created.
A retelling of Austen's most popular novel journeys inside the mind of romantic hero Fitzwilliam Darcy to reveal the innermost thoughts,
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secrets, and motivations of Elizabeth Bennet's enigmatic suitor, describing his relationships with those around him and the events of the
novel through Darcy's eyes. Original.
What if Fitzwilliam Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet had a touch of magic in their lives? She's the outcast in her family... Elizabeth knows she's
different from the rest of her family. She has visions and strange dreams and sees things others do not. With the advent of the odious Mr.
Darcy and his friends from Netherfield Park, as well as the amiable Mr. Wickham of the _____shire Militia, her powers seem to increase and
her greatest fear is that she won't be able to contain them and will be discovered. He has eight hundred years of tradition to uphold... No
Darcy has married a non-magical woman since arriving on the shores of England with William the Conqueror in 1066. However, his kind Miatharans - are dwindling in numbers. Miatharan magic only flows through aristocratic blood lines, so his strange obsession with Miss
Elizabeth Bennet is puzzling as she is not of noble blood. Just a country squire's beautiful daughter who has him slowly becoming undone.
Starting where Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice ended, this is the story of the marriage and growing relationship between Fitzwilliam Darcy
and Elizabeth Bennet.
"The initial month of their Season of Courtship has passed. Together, the lovers strenthened their bond through honest communication, as
they dealt with adversity, jealousy, and distrust. Ever growing in mutual love and understanding, a dramatic confrontation broke through the
final barriers. As long as Lady Catherine can be stopped in her scheme to interfere, that is, Or, will Mrs. Bennet's bad advice ruin future
marital felicity? Might increasing liberation lead to overwhelming passions that cannot be controlled, with catastrophe a result? Continue the
journey begun in Darcy and Elizabeth : a season of courtship. Delight in their flourishing romance, ride along on their escapades in London,
and be a witness at the wedding of the century." --Page 4 of cover.
"Highly entertaining... I felt fully immersed in the time period, thanks to the author's attention to detail. It is a real credit to Ms. Lathan that her
storytelling style is in keeping with the author of the work that inspired this novel. Well done!" Romance Reader at Heart Beyond Pride and
Prejudice…Beyond 'I Do'… Darcy and Lizzy venture away from Pemberley to journey through England, finding friends, relatives, fun, love, and
an even deeper and more sacred bond along the way. Having embarked on the greatest adventure of all, marriage and the start of a new life
together, now the Darcys take the reader on a journey through a time of prosperity, enjoyment, and security. They experience all the
adventures of travel, with friends and relatives providing both companionship and complications, and with fun as their focus. The sights and
sounds, tastes and flavors of Regency England come alive. Through it all, Darcy and Lizzy continue to build a marriage filled with romance,
sensuality, and the beauty of a deep, abiding love.
Mr. and Mrs. Darcy have an exceedingly passionate marriage in this continuing saga of one of the most exciting, intriguing couples in the
Jane Austen Literature. As the Darcy's raise their babies, enjoy their conjugal felicity and manage the great estate of Pemberley, the beloved
characters from Jane Austen's original are joined by Linda Berdoll's imaginative new creations for a compelling, sexy and epic story
guaranteed to keep you turning the pages and gasping with delight. What people are saying about Mr. Darcy Takes A Wife, the bestselling
Pride and Prejudice sequel. "A breezy, satisfying romance." -Chicago Tribune "While there have been other Pride and Prejudice sequels, this
one, with its rich character development, has been the most enjoyable." -Library Journal "Wild, bawdy and utterly enjoyable sequel." -Booklist
Is it even possible to have a perfect romance? Sensual, happy, and steeped in all the luxuries of the lavish Regency period, Darcy and
Elizabeth must still face the many challenges that every married couple confronts after the honeymoon is over. Just as the most intense
issues of their marriage begin to arise, George Wickham returns to Hertfordshire bent on creating trouble. Knowing Darcy as long as he has,
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Wickham knows just how to strike at his vulnerabilities. But Wickham is only a pawn for someone even more unscrupulous than he is-and
much more powerful. When everything Darcy cherishes most is thrown into deadly danger, and knowing that Wickham has nothing left to
lose, Darcy must confront his enemy and his own demons at the same time... Praise for Sharon Lathan's Darcy Saga: "Ms. Lathan's writing is
lyrical and perfect for this genre...Jane Austen would be proud." -The Good, The Bad and The Unread "Engaging, fast-paced, and searingly
romantic." -Austenprose "A look inside the marriage of Darcy and Lizzy-the hot, steamy love affair between two very passionate people." -A
Bibliophile's Bookshelf "Exquisitely told with a brilliant flourish of language and so rich in detail." -Rundpinne.com
Sharon Lathan presents Mr. & Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy, A fascinating portrait of a timeless, consuming love — and the sweetest, most romantic
Jane Austen sequel. It's Darcy and Elizabeth's wedding day, and the journey is just beginning as Jane Austen's beloved Pride and Prejudice
characters embark on the greatest adventure of all: marriage and a life together filled with surprising passion, tender self—discovery, and the
simple joys of every day. As their love story unfolds in this most romantic of Jane Austen sequels, Darcy and Elizabeth reveal to each other
how their relationship blossomed. From misunderstanding to perfect understanding and harmony, theirs is a marriage filled with romance,
sensuality, and the beauty of a deep, abiding love.
Beginning twenty-five years after Darcy and Elizabeth's wedding, their life together has been wonderful and their marriage is still thriving.
Their grown children bring them great delight, along with some trepidation, Mrs. Darcy's nieces come for a visit, and a theatrical scandal
threatens to embroil them all. The Victorian age is dawning, and Pemberley's new generation is coming into their own. "The very title makes
you want to read it right away! Fascinating, and such wonderful use of language." --Joan Austen-Leigh "Birchall's witty, elegant visit to the
middle-aged Darcys is a delight." --Professor Janet Todd, University of Glasgow ""A refreshing and entertaining look at the Darcys some
years after Pride and Prejudice from a most accomplished author. --Jenny Scott, author of After Jane
Readers of the Darcy Saga have shared in the romance, life, and marital escapades of Mr. and Mrs. Darcy. Now the "prequel to the sequel"
recounts the weeks in between as two new lovers prepare for happily ever after. Embark on the journey as Darcy and Elizabeth overcome the
rocky past and dscover the depth of their love. Delight in budding passion and sweet romance. Enjoy the wedding planning and adventures
during the initial weeks of their engagement.
This thrilling conclusion to the Fitzwilliam Darcy, Gentleman trilogy recounts the climactic events of Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice from
its enigmatic hero’s point of view. One of the most beloved romantic heroes in all of literature, Fitzwilliam Darcy remains an enigma even to
Jane Austen’s most devoted fans. But with this concluding volume in the Fitzwilliam Darcy, Gentleman trilogy, novelist and Austen aficionada
Pamela Aidan at last gives readers the man in full. These Three Remain follows a humbled Darcy on the journey of self-discovery after
Elizabeth Bennet’s rejection of his marriage proposal, in which he endeavors to grow into the kind of gentleman he’s always dreamed of
being. Happily, a chance meeting with Elizabeth during a tour of his estate in Derbyshire offers Darcy a new opportunity to press his suit, but
his newfound strengths are put to the test by an old nemesis, George Wickham. Vividly capturing the colorful historical and political milieu of
the Regency era, Aidan writes in a style evocative of her literary progenitor, but with a wit and humor very much her own. While staying
faithful to the people and events in Austen’s original, she adds her own fascinating cast of characters, weaving a rich tapestry out of Darcy’s
past and present that will beguile his admirers anew.
Robert Darcy is as charming as Fitzwilliam Darcy is proud, and he is stunned to find a beautiful young woman weeping at his cousin's
wedding. Caroline Bingley is humiliated to discover this American stranger has witnessed her emotional display. Can love conquer all?
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A sequel to Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice set two years after the novel ends, MISS BENNET continues the story, only this time with
bookish middle-sister Mary as its unlikely heroine. Mary is growing tired of her role as dutiful middle sister in the face of her siblings’ romantic
escapades. When the family gathers for Christmas at Pemberley, an unexpected guest sparks Mary’s hopes for independence, an
intellectual match, and possibly even love.
One distressing night in Ramsgate, Elizabeth Bennet impulsively offers Georgiana Darcy aid. Scandalous rumours soon surround the ladies
and Fitzwilliam Darcy, forcing Elizabeth and Darcy, strangers to each other, to marry.Darcy despises everything about his marriage to the
daughter of an insignificant country gentleman with vulgar relations. Georgiana, humiliated after a near-elopement with George Wickham and
full of Darcy pride, hates her new sister. Their family look upon Elizabeth with suspicion and do little to hide their sentiments. Separated from
those who love her, Elizabeth is desperate to prove herself to her new family despite their disdain. Just as she loses all hope, Darcy learns to
want her good opinion. He will have to face his prejudices and uncover the depths Georgiana's misdeeds to earn it, and Elizabeth will have to
learn to trust him if she is to ever to find happiness being Mrs Darcy.
The first installment in Pamela Aidan’s irresistible trilogy, An Assembly Such As This takes us into the world of Jane Austen’s Fitzwilliam
Darcy. “She is tolerable; but not handsome enough to tempt me.” So begins the timeless romance of Fitzwilliam Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet
in Pride and Prejudice. Jane Austen's classic novel is beloved by millions, but little is revealed in the book about the mysterious and
handsome hero, Mr. Darcy. And so the question has long remained: Who is Fitzwilliam Darcy? In An Assembly Such as This, Pamela Aidan
finally answers that long-standing question. In this first book of her Fitzwilliam Darcy, Gentleman trilogy, she reintroduces us to Darcy during
his visit to Hertfordshire with his friend Charles Bingley and reveals Darcy's hidden perspective on the events of Pride and Prejudice. As
Darcy spends more time at Netherfield supervising Bingley and fending off Miss Bingley's persistent advances, his unwilling attraction to
Elizabeth grows—as does his concern about her relationship with his nemesis, George Wickham. Setting the story vividly against the colorful
historical and political background of the Regency, Aidan writes in a style comfortably at home with Austen but with a wit and humor very
much her own. Aidan adds her own cast of fascinating characters to those in Austen's original, weaving a rich tapestry from Darcy's past and
present. Austen fans and newcomers alike will love this new chapter of the most famous romance of all time.
Sourcebooks Landmark, the leading publisher of Jane Austen-related fiction, is excited to announce a major release: Mr. Darcy, Vampyre by
international bestselling author Amanda Grange. Amanda Grange, bestselling author of Mr. Darcy's Diary, gives us something completely
new—a delightfully thrilling, paranormal Pride and Prejudice sequel, full of danger, darkness and deep romantic love… Amanda Grange's style
and wit bring readers back to Jane Austen's timeless storytelling, but always from a very unique and unusual perspective, and now Grange is
back with an exciting and completely new take on Mr. Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet. Mr. Darcy, Vampyre starts where Pride and Prejudice
ends and introduces a dark family curse so perfectly that the result is a delightfully thrilling, spine-chilling, breathtaking read. A dark, poignant
and visionary continuation of Austen's beloved story, this tale is full of danger, darkness and immortal love.
³There was little danger of encountering the Bennet sisters ever again.² Jane Austen's classic novel Pride and Prejudice is beloved by
millions, but little is revealed in the book about the mysterious and handsome hero, Mr. Darcy. And so the question has long remained: Who
is Fitzwilliam Darcy? Pamela Aidan's trilogy finally answers that long-standing question, creating a rich parallel story that follows Darcy as he
meets and falls in love with Elizabeth Bennet. Duty and Desire, the second book in the trilogy, covers the "silent time" of Austen's novel,
revealing Darcy's private struggle to overcome his attraction to Elizabeth while fulfilling his roles as landlord, master, brother, and friend.
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When Darcy pays a visit to an old classmate in Oxford in an attempt to shake Elizabeth from his mind, he is set upon by husband-hunting
society ladies and ne'er-do-well friends from his university days, all with designs on him -- some for good and some for ill. He and his sartorial
genius of a valet, Fletcher, must match wits with them all, but especially with the curious Lady Sylvanie. Irresistibly authentic and entertaining,
Duty and Desire remains true to the spirit and events of Pride and Prejudice while incorporating fascinating new characters, and is sure to
dazzle Austen fans and newcomers alike.
Darcy's as hot as he is talented... Fast music, powerful beats, and wild reputations-on and off stage-have made virtuoso guitarist Fitzwilliam
Darcy's band into rock's newest bad boys. But they've lost their latest opening act, and their red-hot summer tour is on the fast track to
disaster. Now Darcy and bandmates Charles Bingley and Richard Fitzwilliam are about to meet their match... But she's about to rock his
world... Enter Elizabeth Bennet, fiercely independent star of girl-band Long Borne Suffering. Elizabeth, her sister Jane, and friend Charlotte
Lucas have talent to spare and jump at the opening band slot. Elizabeth is sure she's seen the worst the music industry has to offer. But as
the days and nights heat up, it becomes clear that everyone is in for a summer to remember. What readers say: "An amazing writer... a
magical ride." "An absolutely wonderful, funny, sexy, realistic, beautifully written story." "Thank you for the wild, touching, raunchy, sweet,
sexy, witty, intelligent, down-and-dirty ride." "Amazing characters and absolutely fascinating plot! I'm still breathless after reading it."
Ever wondered what Mr Darcy was really thinking? His secrets are revealed in this utterly convincing and captivating novel of love and pride,
passion and prejudice. Perfect for fans of BRIDGERTON 'As moving and enjoyable as could be wished ... Mr Darcy fans everywhere will
welcome his Diary to the canon' Wendy Holden, DAILY MAIL 'Mr Darcy's Diary boldly goes where Jane Austen never does' FINANCIAL
TIMES This intimate diary tells us of his entanglements with women, his dangerous friendship with Byron, his daily life in Georgian London,
his mercurial mood swings calmed only by fisticuffs at Jackson's - and, most importantly, his vain struggles to conquer his longing for
Elizabeth. For the first time we discover what really happened between his sister and the dastardly Wickham. How did he distract his friend
Bingley from pining for his beloved Jane? Why did he propose to another young woman? Only to his diary does he tell the full story. At last
we see Darcy as he really is: and, beneath his polite facade, we find a sensitive, private and passionate man.
Mr. & Mrs. Darcy, the joyous newlyweds from Pride and Prejudice, have not even left for their honeymoon when they find themselves
embroiled in a mystery involving one of their wedding guests. The lovely Caroline Bingley is engaged to marry a rich and charismatic
American. Unfortunately, this windswept courtship is marred by many strange events: nocturnal wanderings, spooked horses, carriage
accidents, and even an apparent suicide attempt. Soon the whole Bingley family seems the target of a mysterious plot. Only the Darcys
recognize the danger as the Austen genre of Regency romances mixes with the unearthly gothic threats of Ann Radcliffe and the Brontës.
Dark forces are afoot and the Darcys must get to the bottom of the plot before the blushing bride descends into madness or worse. In Pride
and Prescience, the Darcys take center stage as the Regency era's answer to the Thin Man's Nick and Nora, in search of the truth,
universally acknowledged and otherwise. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
In this imaginative retelling of Pride and Prejudice, Amanda Grange now tells the classic story through the eyes of its compelling romantic
hero, Fitzwilliam Darcy—in a series of revealing letters that casts a sparkling new reflection on the manners and morals of the landed gentry in
19th-century England… Here, for the first time, are the letters written by the exceedingly proud and stubborn Mr. Darcy, covering the lifechanging events that defined him—from the death of his father, to his control of his Derbyshire estate of Pemberley to his conflicted courtship
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with the lively, intelligent, and delightfully willful Elizabeth Bennet. Try as he may, he cannot deny his attraction to this woman with fine eyes,
a playful spirit, a mind of her own… and an embarrassing family that is frankly, and utterly, beneath him. But it is Elizabeth who controls both
their destinies, and whose surprises will change Darcy’s life yet again.
Picking up twenty years after Pride and Prejudice left off, Mr. Darcy's Daughters begins in the year 1818. Elizabeth and Darcy have gone to
Constantinople, giving us an opportunity to get to know their five daughters, who have left the sheltered surroundings of Pemberley for a few
months in London. While the eldest, Letitia, frets and the youngest, Alethea, practices her music, twins Georgina and Belle flirt and frolic their
way through parties and balls and Camilla -- levelheaded and independent -- discovers what joys and sorrows the city has to offer an
intelligent young woman. Readers will delight in the return of such beloved Austen creations as Elizabeth's old nemesis Caroline Bingley
(now Lady Warren), the ever-reliable Gardiners and wayward Aunt Lydia. Charming, beautifully written and full of societal intrigue and
romantic high jinks, Mr. Darcy's Daughters is a tale that would please Austen herself.
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